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any time to be binding

Heal vs. Heat

Selfie = very own - bill goes
S+ down = will want to be well on - night
love at it

Some @ empathy - please can identify
- one nation & P
- more can

TV = done it in most intimate
woman's sitting

⇒ EOB = objects we have called the read - to build some
Mbh. Libelle

⇒ play - watch

Lights - need to be great now known

Some actions - attempt to move - and
be - shots will be the - those
who know effects

May should talk to pepper同心
later. Thank El Watson, Rose, Karen
Magid
Kim: Quistini

Dick: O

Three lines:

- Company
- Candidate of Other
- Thirtieth of that: Atlantic
- Kenya: Precision
- Party: same
- Long view:
- Lumen

- Not:
  - Firmly
  - Well

- Subtract: same: get: sake: weak

4 on 1:
- Test of Still: build: 1: Intertidal
- Current
- Same: more
- Intimate

10 on 1:
- with: woman
- Not: the: Kent
- Company
- Unlike
- Harm: woman
- Intimate